
 
Venues in Murcia 

 
Remember, when fishing always make sure you have your Murcia 
licence and insurance with you plus proof of ID, checking occurs 
regularly, especially at Argos. Keepnets ARE NOT permitted 
excepted in approved federation matches. 
 
EMBALSE DEL JUDIO. 
 
To find this Embalse from Rojales get on to the A7/E15 to Murcia. Leave the 
A7 at the junction for Albacete and Cieza the A 30. Drive up past Blanca and 
just past Cieza you turn off the A30 on to the C330 to Mula and Cieza at the 
end of the slip road you will come to a roundabout take the 3rd exit and drive 
along part of the old C301 for approx. 800 metres. You will see on your right a 
sign to the Embalse [Pressa]. 
 
Follow this road until you reach a set of green gates, pass through and bear to 
the left cross the dam and park there is a 100 metre walk down the ramp here, 
you may not fish within 50 metres of the dam, and we informed that this was 
the only side that we could fish. At the time of our visit here the water was very 
low. This reservoir is not very big and only carp and barbel are reported to be 
here. The setting is very nice, but it was extremely hot when we visited. The 
access to the water is not easy and on the whole is probably not worth the effort 
of a visit. 
 
EMBALSE ALFONSO XIII (Embalse de Quipar) 
The water holds a strong head of fish that includes both common and mirror 
carp, black bass, bleak and barbel. All the normal baits apply here to catch fish, 
as well as the styles of fishing that you chose to use. 
 
This water has been developed over the years for recreational purposes and you 
will find some areas closed to fishing at various times of the year. 
 
One of the ways to get there, and probably the best, is to take the A7/E15 
motorway. Just past Murcia you will come across a signpost for the C415 to 
Mula and Caravaca de la Cruz- take this road. At junction Nº 33 you turn off 
and take the road to Cieza. This is numbered C330, after some distance take the 
first turning on your left this is marked MU 552 to Calasparra. Travel along this 
road for approximately 18 kilometres, until you come to a sign saying to the 
Embalse. Turn right here and travel down this road for about 4K, you will then 
find a gravel road on the right-hand side. Turn down this track. bear to your left 
and follow the road down to the water. 



 
You can also reach this water from the opposite direction. Follow the directions 
to the Embalse de Carcabo then carry on to the Embalse de Alfonso XIII. 
MAP COORDINATES N38° 13’ 06.8” W1° 36’ 47.1” 
 
EMBALSE DEL CARCABO  
 
This must be one of the smallest, and out of the way Embalse l have found in 
Murcia.  
 
Take the A30 to Albecete turning off at Cieza and getting on to the C330 for 
Mula, this will take you out of town passed the river Segura. Drive on for about 
5 k you will then come to a right hand turning that is marked to the Embalse del 
Carcabo and the Embalse Alphonse X111. After a further 7 or 8 k you will find 
a turning on the left marked Embalse del Caracbo. Drive along this very pot 
hold road for about 2k, this l believe is the only road to the dam and the lake.  
 
There are only about 6 swims I found that could be used. It was a very quiet 
time there until a Spanish Air force jet crashed through the sound barrier, 
disturbing all and sundry and setting many Eagles and other large birds up in 
the air. The water was very clear and ranged from very shallow to very deep, in 
my knowledge only Carp and Black Bass are to be found here.  
 
MAP COORDINATES N38° 13’ 08.4”  W1° 31’ 48.1” 
 
 
8°06'53.9"N 1°17'37.7"W 
 


